Class Field Theory

In mathematics, class field theory is a major branch of algebraic number theory that studies
abelian extensions of local fields (one-dimensional local fields) and "global fields"
(one-dimensional global fields) such as number fields and function fields of curves over finite
fields in terms of abelian topological groups Formulation in - Prime ideals - Applications Generalizations of class. Class field theory describes the abelian extensions of a local or global
field in terms of the These notes contain an exposition of abelian class field theory.
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Class field theory is the description of abelian extensions of global fields and local fields. The
label “class field” refers to a field extension satisfying a technical property that is historically
related to ideal class groups, and one of the main theorems is that class fields are the same as
abelian extensions. of ?G. And finite-index open subgroups of certain Galois groups are what
we are interested in 1. Local class field theory. Notation associated to a discrete. "Global class
field theory is a major achievement of algebraic number theory, based on the functorial
properties of the reciprocity map and the existence theorem.
We can now state the three-fold goal of class field theory. (I) "Describe" all finite abelian
extensions of Kin terms of the arithmetic of K. (L is an. Allow me to "add my two cents" to
the detailed answer given by @ Adam Hughes. He rightly stresses that "if you ever wanted to
do something at a full research. Introduction. In these notes, we try to give a reasonably simple
exposition on the question of what is Class Field Theory. We strive more for an intuitive
discussion . I learned class field theory from the Harvard two-semester algebraic number
theory sequence that Davidac alluded to, so I can really only. Introduction. Class field theory
is a twentieth century theory describing the set of finite abelian extensions L of certain base
fields K of arithmetic type. It provides a.
Class field theory studies finite-dimensional abelian field extensions of number fields and of
function fields, hence of global fields by relating.
These notes are based on a course in class field theory given by Freydoon Shahidi at Purdue
University in the fall of The notes were typed by graduate.
Here are a few words about the proofs of class field theory. The classical approach is to do the
global case first, using cyclotomic extensions, Kummer extensions. This new edition of the
famous Artin-Tate notes on class field theory is a must- have, even for those who already have
a copy of the original. This is a classic. Comments: Extended version includes higher class
field theory. Subjects: Algebraic Geometry (trawellgo.com); Number Theory (trawellgo.com).
Cite as. Abstract: Class field theory furnishes an intrinsic description of the abelian extensions
of a number field that is in many cases not of an. Local class field theory is easy?. Author links
open overlay panelMichiel Hazewinkel. Show more. trawellgo.com(75)Get rights and.
Explicit class field theory for rational function fields. Author: D. R. Hayes Journal: Trans.
Amer. Math. Soc. (), MSC: Primary 12A65; Secondary.
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In the late 's, R. Carlitz developed an explicit class field theory for the function field Drinfeld
is not directly interested in explicit class field theory. His focus. These are notes for a course in
Local Class Field theory taught at Caltech My intention is the follow these notes with notes on
Global Class Field theory.
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